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**BALLETT GROUP TO APPEAR IN CORVALLIS**

This is the Kaye & Babkov Ballet group which will perform December 14, at 8 p.m. in Gill coliseum. Monday, November 19, Paul Budura-Skoda will present a piano concert at Corvallis. Both events are admission free to all OCE students. Persons who enjoy music to this concert may purchase transportation tickets at the business office for 25 cents each. Be sure to take your Ad. OCE student card.

**Religion and Science Themes of R.E. Week**

"How Does Religion Conform to the New Advancements and Theories of Science?" is the theme chosen for the year's Religious Emphasis week, November 12-16.

The Reverend Dr. J. Otwell of Pacific School of Religion, Berkeley, Calif., will be the guest speaker for the student religious conference. This Bible school offers interdenominational courses for those interested in technical ministry as a profession. Dr. Otwell, present instructor of Old Testament at the college, holds three degrees, bachelor of arts from Depau university, Green candle, and master of divinity and doctor of theology, both from the Pacific school of religion. Dr. Otwell will present a talk at 11 a.m. on Monday in the Campbell hall auditorium. He will also lead two evening discussion groups, Monday at 7:30 and Tuesday at 8 o'clock. Both the assembly and the discussions are open to the public.

**Schools... for a strong America**

"Father of the Bride" is the theme of this year's Radio Hawkins' dance. The dance is a traditional girl-boy affair and will be held Saturday, November 17, in Maples hall. Buss is in the typical Mammy Yoteum style, featuring genny sacks and other fashionable old clothing. General chairman for the dance is H. T. Walters. Junior from Monmouth Asst. 1st in the student religious conference, Ben Kisor, responsible for programs, Joan Bennett, responsible for publicity, Bonnie Newell and Mary Ann Jensen, inviting fellow. Les Birdsell and Bonnie Sehulst, and clean-up, Jim Hall, Wanda Stevens and Ray Zweit, are in charge of refreshments, and Kaye LeFranc and Sally Edgar are responsible for church of patrons and patronesses. As a traditional part of the dance program, a "most eligible spinster" is chosen by the students attending the dance. Those Knights have nominated four girls to run for the honor of "most eligible spinster." They are Bonnie Schulz, Jack Little, and Tom Nash. The excursion is being financed by the OCE dramatics department in Campbell hall auditorium. The general chairman for the religious week activities is June Adams and the program is filled by Delores Meyers, Keith Boyle, Bonnie Schulz, Jack Little, and Tom Nash.

The OCE choir is planning a trip to San Francisco, California near the close of spring term. This is to be a three-day concert tour in and around the Golden Gate city and local college campuses. The excursion is being financed through contributions by individuals and campus organizations, weekly contributions from choir members themselves, and a variety of activities and services sponsored by the choir, many of which are being participated in present. A baby-sitting service for faculty members, for example, has been established by the "for sea" of the songs. A recent appeal for "fun" at the beaches generously opened the pockets of quite a few very liberal football fans.

Other projects under consideration include a Gilbert and Sullivan opera and a professional basketball game featuring a new-formed Harlem team headed by ex-Globe-Trotter, Frank Hamilton.

**Committees Named for Annual 'Hawkins' Hop**

Residents of the OCE student health service is offering Polio vaccine to all regular patients. Students under 21 have been sent to the business office for 25 cents each. Be sure to take your Ad. OCE student card.

**PLAY CAST BUSY AS PRODUCTION DATE NEARS**

The OCE choir is planning a trip to San Francisco, California near the close of spring term. This is to be a threeday concert tour in and around the Golden Gate city and local college campuses. The excursion is being financed through contributions by individuals and campus organizations, weekly contributions from choir members themselves, and a variety of activities and services sponsored by the choir, many of which are being participated in present. A baby-sitting service for faculty members, for example, has been established by the "for sea" of the songs. A recent appeal for "fun" at the beaches generously opened the pockets of quite a few very liberal football fans.

Other projects under consideration include a Gilbert and Sullivan opera and a professional basketball game featuring a new-formed Harlem team headed by ex-Globe-Trotter, Frank Hamilton.
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WHOA HAPPEN?  

by George Q. Davidson  

There are 2,169 students who are still blinking their eyes over the election in Oregon last week. And along with the Republicans are several Democrats. What were some of the factors that went to make up this change on the part of the electorate in their choice for leadership at the state level?  

No. 1: Oregon’s lumbering industry has attracted a number of workers from similar industries in the South, where the income is lower for doing the same kind of work. As a result, a large number of Southern Democrats have moved into this state which has been dominated by the Republican party for many years. Since there is a definite change in the rural areas, the advantage in the political battles of the Republican party has been gained by the Democratic party for many years. The self-satisfaction and confidence gained from stage experience and audience response are highly creditable to you, the participant.
ARD L. NEUBERGER HAD MADE WINNING HOMECOMING HOUSE SIGN. I.R.C. HAS BUSY WEEK.

"Nicaragua," will be the topic of discussion for this week's International Relations club meeting. Alan R. Robb, instructor in humanities, will present the sub

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Wednesday, November 14:
8:30 a.m.—A.F.W.W. meeting in CH auditorium
7 p.m.—Lamar Deadline (all news for Nov. 16)
8 p.m.—Corvallis concert (Kavage & Raboilet Ballet)

Friday, November 16:
10 p.m.—swim and play night P.E. building
Saturday, November 17:
8 p.m.—Corvalis concert by Paul Rehara-Skoda, pianist

CALENDAR CHANGE

The last reading was entitled "A Sunflower." The first reading was composed of Gordon Herman, Kay Salter, Ray Bartlett, and from the "Companionship in Marriage." Alyce Tuttle, Jean Brown, and Glenda Scher were rewarded with a trophy for the highest percentage of blood donors during the recent campus blood drive. The 15% total was high for the OCE dormitories. They also "copied" first place in the Homecoming house sign contest. The girls were rewarded with a cash prize of $8 for their efforts. The girls at Arnold Arms are especially proud of the new study hours they have set up. Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday, from 7 to 9 p.m. are set aside for studying. The plan has been a success so far and should help to make a quieter living group plus the better grades expected.

Scholarship Granted

Dr. Roy E. Lieuallen, president of OCE, announced this week that U. S. Senator and Mrs. Rich

WINNING HOMECOMING HOUSE SIGN

Pictured above is the Arnold Arms house sign which was the first prize winner of the traditional Homecoming sign contest this year. A.A. was followed by Maaske hall which took second place and by the Cottage, which won third place.

Off-Campus Party a Hit

The Off-Campus organization held their full-house card party Saturday night in Maple hall. Cards and games were played in the early part of the evening with a relaxed dance afterwards.

What Is a Teacher?

A teacher is a sculptor who molds your child's mind. A teacher is an architect who blueprints your child's career. A teacher is a pioneer who explores your child's character. A teacher is a diplomat who negotiates with the future.

A teacher is a specialist in Education, yet is a social worker, a statesman, an interpreter, a prophet, a builder, a leader. Today, we are proud to say "thank you" to those who are proud to teach.

AMERICAN EDUCATION WEEK

NATIONAL TEACHERS DAY, NOVEMBER 16

SPONSORED IN THIS PUBLIC INTEREST BY

American Education Week

Monday, November 15, 1956
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The Sexy Six crew made a seven in a row to take the intramural football title. In their last outing, they were soundly beaten against the Owls on Homecoming last Saturday. The score was 36-6. It was OCE all the way in the clash played before a large Homecoming turnout. Harry Sanborn, engineering the Wolves from his quarterback position, had a fine day, passing to Gleason Eakin in the first quarter for the Wolves' initial touchdown and later pulling the ball across for a score of his own on a one-yard quarterback sneak. Sanborn, concentrating on his 16 attempts, was particularly effective on the short passes right down the middle with Eakin being his chief target.

Wimp Gerhardt, leading Wolf ground gainer, continued. Wimp's overall ability was, he never carried the ball down the middle with Eakin being his chief target.

Knudsen and Golf

For three Sundays in a row, following Saturday night or afternoon games, five intramural baseball games were played. A total of 182 ears on hand, an average of seven or eight persons per game, went over the ball for him quite an all-around jack. Certainly, he ranks high among all the honors. There are other backs in the OCC who have gained more yardage than Gernhart, but we'll stack "Wimp's" overall ability against any of them.

Conference All-Stars

And, speaking of the OCC all-star team, there are other OCC gridironers that cannot be mentioned. Eads Glasgow Eskin and Doug Zitek gave their performances throughout the season. Eskin, that he calls signals and doesn't like to "play the game," but the script doesn't call for a hero. The locals had the ball in the bag and Gerhardt was content to turn the ball carrying chores over to his mates for the remainder of the game. We're still plugging for Little All-American status for him. Five points interspersed six passes caught for 153 yards and an average of seven or eight tackles per game gives Gerhardt a reputation that is hard to make quite as all-around jack. Certainly, he ranks high among all the honors. There are other backs in the OCC who have gained more yardage than Gernhart, but we'll stack "Wimp's" overall ability against any of them.
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